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2 Billion may Suffer from Mobile Cancer by 2020: Australian Health Research
Institute Reports
New Delhi, Delhi, India, Friday, June 20, 2008 -- (Business Wire India)
The studies and survey conducted by Australian Health Research Institute indicates that due to billions of
times more in volume electromagnetic radiation emitted by billions of mobile phones, internet, intranet and
wireless communication data transmission will make almost 1/3 rd of world population (about 2 billions)
patient of ear, eye and brain cancer beside other major body disorders like heart ailments, impotency,
migraine, epilepsy etc. According to the reports the tissues of children are tender and are likely to be more
effected by use of any wireless gadget and devices and they should not be encouraged to use mobile
phone. The fatal and volumetric effects of Electromagnetic Radiation emitted mainly by mobile phones,
Mobile phone antenna, tower, Mast, Transmission Tower, Microwave oven, wireless devices, system and
equipment. These dangerous effects have been certified and confirmed repeatedly by many leading medical
and scientific research institutions of the world including Ministries of health of various governments, W.H.O.
and now have been admitted and confirmed by Govt. of India in their recent press releases.
The attached image shows and proves about the serious ill effects of E.M. radiation released by Radiation
Nuclear and Safety Authority of FINLAND as to how E.M. radiation emitted by mobile phones damages the
various body cells and causes incurable and fatal diseases.
To view the photograph, please click on the link given below:
Potential new risk from mobile phones
(Note for electronic and print media)
In case this image is not very clear and can not be reproduced, Please cut copy and paste this image from
the homepage of website www.radiationprotector.com. All other relevant information may be read, copied
and incorporated from above website
Symptoms and Health Risks by use of mobile phone:
-- As and when, any mobile user starts feeling, sleep disturbance, restlessness, depression, nervousness,
headache, reduction of power in concentration, hot spot in the brain and partial overheating of brain, eyes
and ears, high blood pressure, productivity problems (impotency, exhaustion, physical weakness, genotype
disturbances, changes in blood formations and change of readings glasses number, it is a clear warning that
person with such symptoms is suffering one or the other dangerous diseases due to excessive use of
mobile.
Precautions, the Mobile users must take
Never keep Mobile phone near your heart (left pocket), ever allow children below 16 years and pregnant
women to use Mobile phones, never cook food in a microwave oven, never give infants and children pre
heated milk or food from micro wave oven, never use premises for living and working where transmission
mast / tower are installed.(effective range is 66meters in radius),switch off Mobile phones when not in use,
never keep mobile near to your bed side when sleeping, prefer the usage of land line if available, Use
Mobile phones only in Emergency and for very short duration, never use other wireless gadgets for very
long durations.
-- It is always advisable that mobile phone should not be treated and used like a land line nor it is an
alternate to landline and it should be used as an emergency alternate to land line. Availability and use of
mobile in urgency may click a deal and bring fortune to few and in case of accidental emergency, police and
ambulance services can be contacted, medical aid may be provided and few lives may be saved. But
excessive use of mobile can finish once life particularly when the one use the same while driving, while
walking and talking on road and excessive use of mobile without any protective device is more harmful than
smoking and chewing of tobacco.
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Protective and safety device
The leading mobile phone handset manufacturers of the world, including Nokia, Motorola, Siemens, Ericsson,
Samsung etc and operators are blaming each others rather than owning the responsibility to work and
produce one or the other safety devices or incorporate the available devices in their handset. A leading
German researcher innovated, designed, developed and started marketing a wonder chip known as Green 8
for mobile, computer and buildings. This worldwide tried, tested and proven chip is in the world market
since 1996. Millions of consumers worldwide have used, are using and have been benefited. The field
reports of Green8 magic chip, which is neither a shield, nor an absorber, nor an protector but it is only a
neutralizer as claimed by the innovator. This chip works and functions on the tried principle of harmonizing,
transforming and neutralizing the negative polarity of electromagnetic radiation into positive polarity of
radiation which leaves no biological effects on human organs, vegetables and planet. For any and all further
information on radiation, world news and protective devices, readers may contact by sending e-mail. to
green8@mail.com or green8@usa.com.
For complete and detailed information, test reports, live tests and world news on radiation, can be read on
www.radiationprotector.com/.
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